
Frutti Dino Whitepaper
P & E  B L O C K C H A I N  N F T  G A M E

This whitepaper is intended to aid the understanding of Frutti Dino. Details on certain aspects, including technical information and confidential 
materials, may not be readily expressed. To fully understand the business purpose, relevance, and restrictions, we recommend this whitepaper 

be reviewed as thoroughly as possible.
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1. Project Concept Background



2. Introducing Frutti Dino







Role    Attribute/

Tank

Dealer

Supporter

Day

Durian (Rare)

Orange

Watermelon

Night

Coconut

Blueberry

Melon (Rare)

Dawn

Pineapple

Rambutan (Rare)

Banana

Eclipse

Dragon Fruit
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2.4 Breeding System



2.5 Game Systems







3. Frutti Dino Ecosystem













4. Token Allocation



0x3a599e584075065eaaac768d75eaef85c2f2ff64

0x677d8a47D009227368b96BeB98c7d7a9123E1FE0

0xac96BCb4D6D724d231Eb1769ff07c9396B2D8198

0xf26FcB1A9D2FAB694Db00d670659D41F92b48844

0x8f9FbAa052442fd737b2C769747e262204996cc4

0x2135dC472dc5aB67214041707E009577D85d5386

0x61C8da44464b4AE225237A4F34A6593765B7429b

0x6d1EA4fa69E812918A7BE60083F345C1685829AE

0xf83943c5dc5077D134283202E1cfA46FaC705506

0x21F1EBA9Cbc3FA1A8fb76f2bd9308eF47A39D363

0x124a02f1e9Fb269126536FcDB28241a470062884

0xb6180674e07EE4f672dbc1907E89341f0caF6C49

* After each round, the remaining tokens are burned as the basic principle.



▪ September 2021: Private Sales
▪ October 2021: 1st FDT Presales
▪ March 2022: 2nd FDT Presales
▪ Q3 2022: CEX listing (Scheduled)



Blockchain technology goes beyond the trade of simple assets and now expands into businesses through 
smart contracts and has real-life use cases throughout society. Prior to Frutti Dino, our team members were 
involved in planning and developing various blockchain technology services.

We are merging the expertise we gained from past experiences in both blockchain and gaming to make 
Frutti Dino a next-level play-to-earn game. Our token economy also exists as an ecosystem where 
participation and rewards flow in a virtuous cycle.

To create a successful NFT game with a flourishing ecosystem, it's essential to have the technological ability 
to make big ideas real. Every member of our Monoverse team was chosen for their experience in the two 
main business pillars — blockchain and game development. They have been involved in various successful 
projects from which they bring invaluable knowledge.

Our Game Team is highly-accomplished, having spent many years at global game development and 
Publishing companies. Their experience planning and running game economy systems with many
simultaneous players is Invaluable when constructing an NFT game. 

Our Blockchain Team is made up of full-stack developers and top-class engineers with collective experience
across practically every conceivable development area. Regardless of the difficulty, this team proficiently
creates blockchain asset exchange services, wallet solutions, exchange solutions, the NFT platform, links to
3rd party solutions, mainnet development, and more. 

With experience developing games based on coin platforms, they have the technical knowledge of each
platform's advantages and disadvantages concerning fees, processing speeds, and extensibility and
optimize accordingly. As many have been in NFT gaming since 2019, they have the insight to construct a
more stable and reliable service. To bring Frutti Dino to life as a smooth-running play-to-earn game, we are
establishing the following blockchain ecosystem:

⚫ Create a private blockchain for play-to-earn game development and construct a proprietary 
ecosystem

⚫ Creation and establishment of NFT game and game system for the multiplatform gaming experience
⚫ Development of bridge chain connecting public chain and our private chain
⚫ Development of own SDK to enable third-party NFT games
⚫ Development of independent platform to service P&E NFT games.



5.2 Game DeFi
Monoverse will create a Game DeFi service framework that allows players to conduct trades and other 
economic activities simply and without barriers.

In conventional gaming, many players run into problems when trading items, such as ownership disputes, 
trade inconveniences, escrow issues, syncing problems, and more. As NFT games are built on blockchains, 
these problems are diminished. 

Most of our Game DeFi services are already developed, and others will follow according to the game 
roadmap.

5.2.1 Game DeFi Services
Monoverse plans to include the following within the Game DeFi service:

⚫ Token swap service for convenient use of FDT token
⚫ FDT / NFT staking dashboard
⚫ Gamification of Game Defi service which combines investment with game contents
⚫ P2P trading service
⚫ Governance voting 

These services will be the basis of our Game DeFi and be upgraded continuously alongside the game’s 
expansion.



<An Illustrative Example of Frutti Dino’s Game DeFi Service Composition>

5.2.2 Game DeFi Benefits
The barrier to entry for NFT games is a massive hurdle for potential new players and is only slightly more 
accessible to those with blockchain experience. Many consider such a burden a rite of passage into the 
blockchain world, but it does discriminate mainstream audiences looking for casual gaming experiences. 

To take full advantage of NFT gaming, players must understand the services and how to access them. Yet 
game developers often take this too far and create overly simplified services. 

Frutti Dino will feature a full Game DeFi to resolve these challenges. The all-in-one format will be intuitive to 
all users and enhance the gaming experience. 

Vote

Game DeFi

Marketplace



6. Participatory Dinoverse Governance
All Monoverse games are built on decentralized blockchains and developed for all to enjoy.
Players of conventional games usually have complaints, but we’re dedicated to making sure
Frutti Dino players’ voices are heard. We intend to create a DAO that communicates policies 
clearly from the onset. 
The Frutti Dino DAO will feature a Game DAO, Ecosystem DAO, and All-Round DAO. Rather 
than having a governance just as a formality, the game will largely depend on their input. 
DAO members will be involved in many aspects of Frutti Dino, from game content to updates, 
the economy flow, and the blockchain ecosystem.

Members of the Frutti Dino governance can select to join the Game DAO, Ecosystem DAO, 
or All-Round DAO. Within each DAO, governance will be chosen through FDT staking. 
The Game DAO will be particularly beneficial as actual game players can influence how the 
game is run and should progress. Players must meet conditions such as owning dinos of 
a specific level or completing specific game content. 

The Frutti Dino game and ecosystem will feature established policies that will be changeable
based on the DAO's votes. Detailed conditions about DAO participation will be released in 
future updates.

As well as having the right to participate in critical decision-making, Governors will also 
be able to share an allocated amount of game-generated income. Funds generated by 
the Frutti Dino game and ecosystem will accumulate in the Governance’s treasury and 
be allocated in proportion with the amount of FDT staked per member. 
The Treasury FDT will be released steadily. The precise schedule and methodology for 

allocations will be released
through the Frutti Dino game and social communities.
Monoverse puts player satisfaction first, and through the Frutti Dino Governance, is creating 
a fairer gaming community.



2021September

• Launch Frutti Dino Website
• Release Frutti Dino Whitepaper
• FDT Private Sales

2021 October

• FDT 1st Presales

2022 January

• Frutti Dino 1st NFT Sales(Through Binance)

2022 March

• FDT 2nd Presales

20223Q

• FDT Public Sales & IEO
• FDT Listing

2023 Jan

• Frutti Dino Stories Launching
• Wallet Service Launching
• Marketplace Launching

• Gamefi Servive Launching

2023March

• Frutti Dino game Launching
• FDT / NFT Staking
• Game Defi Service

*  The above roadmap may be adjusted due to internal circumstances.



8.2 Team
The Frutti Dino Team is made up of gaming and blockchain industry experts with exceptional 
skills to bring the game to life. 

CREATE YOUR OWN UNIVERSE

Monoverse empowers people to own, gain, and trade digital assets through 
blockchain-building games, decentralized finance, and intuitive distribution platforms. 
The ultimate goal is to create a fair and safe digital economy anyone can enjoy.

8.1 Company Introduction

https://www.linkedin.com/in/laputa/


https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeongho-park-a76a18aa/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/%EB%AF%BC%EC%9E%AC-%EA%B9%80-b91854218/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sung-nam-jung-012119158/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/%ED%95%9C%EB%A5%A0-%EC%A0%95-4a8a05238/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aiden-ho-dong-kim-851229172/
https://www.facebook.com/2014BlueShark


In the Frutti Dino project, multinational blockchain companies and game developers are currently 
participating to promote various collaborations with Monoverse, and more companies will continue to 
join in partnerships.



Contents may be modified or changed according to Monoverse’s policies. 
Details added in future will be continuously updated.

https://www.fruttidino.com
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